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Abstract

Hypoxia is a condition in which there is an insufficiency of oxygen for normal cell operation. It is directly related to diminished oxygen supply, usually because of restricted/insufficient blood circulation or defective oxygen transport and release. However, in absolute terms, cells in a small size animal may experience hypoxia with an oxygen supply comparable to that of normalcy in larger animals. The question is, essentially, the alometrically-related metabolic rate which translates into the actual individual cell metabolism. Cells in large animals consume less oxygen in vivo than their smaller animal counterparts, but this is not translated into hypoxia in the former. The critical point is not the absolute oxygen supply but the relationship of this to the incorporation of substrates to oxidize. It is the alteration of the ratio between oxidizable substrates and oxygen availability, the factor eliciting the ravages of hypoxia. The normal function of the circulatory system maintains a balanced supply of both terms of the equation; however, substrate oversupply, such as that experienced by adipose tissue in the metabolic syndrome may break the equilibrium, eliciting hypoxia and acidosis, which may derive into inflammation and further cell and tissue damage.
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Hypoxia, A Relative Term

Hypoxia is a transient situation in which a given mass of tissue cells does not receive enough oxygen from the blood vessels, i.e. the arterial (assuming a normal oxygen content) blood flow, in ml/kg tissue, is not high enough to supply sufficient oxygen (and nutrients), as well as to eliminate excess acidity, carbon dioxide and other excreta [1]. However, the amplitude of margin for most cells in this sense is considerable (except perhaps for neurons). Current theories explaining the effect of size on metabolic rate are based, precisely in higher values for blood flow across tissues in small versus large animals, with cell structures, vascularization, etc. being intrinsically the same. The relationship of metabolic rate as the 0.75 power of body weight [2] shows that the difference in metabolic rate of a 0.25 kg rat and a 70 kg man is about 1:68. Since the ratio of masses is 1:280, the average rat cell is irrigated roughly fourfold than a human cell. Surprisingly, this large difference does not mean customarily that most human cell had to be hypoxic; but a drop in 75% of oxygen supplied to a rat (i.e. lowering its cells’ oxygen supply to human levels) makes them markedly hypoxic and die. The cell structures and oxygen supply may be the same, but there are wide different metabolic consequences derived from organization and, especially, size: size matters. This effect is observed only in vivo, with the cells integrated in a functioning body. Human and rat cells kept in primary tissue cultures do not show significant differences in their consumption of oxygen and substrates; however, if we scale these data to the situation in vivo, the sum of a smaller number of cells in a small animal consumes proportionally more oxygen than the same mass in a larger one, as indicated by the different overall whole body metabolic rate. The obvious explanation is that smaller-animal cells consume oxygen in vivo at a larger rate than those of larger ones; since the metabolic systems are equivalent, the main difference must rely on the side of supply: smaller animal cells receive more oxygen, and the larger animal cells receive less. However, chronic low oxygen supply results in increased angiogenesis [3] and the secretion of erythropoietin [4] to increase oxygenation, but human tissues do not contain a density of capillaries which is different from those of rats [5].

Hypoxia and Acidosis

Probably the factor determining whether hypoxia becomes a
The distinction between decreased blood flow into the tissue, but from the parallel interchange of other materials (nutrients, excretion products) of the cells with the interstitial space (and then with blood). Probably pH is a critical part of the system, since acidosis combined with low oxygen enhances the problems derived from hypoxia [6].

Consequently, hypoxia is essentially a relative term that has to be always considered from the perspective of substrate exchange of a given tissue, operation of its oxidative systems and especially the maintenance of proton concentration. Acidity itself helps free oxygen from oxyhemoglobin [7], and there is a flow of protons between tissues (towards the liver and lung) [8, 9] that reduces the need to provide sufficient oxygen to exercising muscle and other tissues under conditions of anaerobic stress [9, 10].

Hypoxia means literally “less oxygen than needed” and anoxia indicates its severe or total absence. When cells do not receive sufficient oxygen, they become acidic, and die because they cannot use their mitochondrial oxidative machinery to produce enough ATP to sustain their functions (and also because of excessively low pH generated by exhausting glycolysis). However, we have to distinguish between pure anoxia and lack of blood flow. Evidently, diminished blood irrigation to the tissues provokes hypoxia, but also deprives the cells from receiving glucose and other substrates, and also from excreting carbon dioxide and other catabolites. It also prevents the active exchange of protons with the blood that helps maintain pH and overall energy homeostasis, including the effect of blood heating/cooling the tissue (thermic homeostasis). Pure hypoxia, however, derives from suffocation or breathing low oxygen-content gas mixtures, i.e. not affecting, at least in an immediate and direct way, the arrival of substrates, the elimination of carbon dioxide and some approximation to the maintenance of pH (other than those spurned by hypoxia-derived metabolism) and thermal homeostasis.

**Blood Flow and Oxygen Supply**

The distinction between decreased blood flow inducing hypoxia and loss of the oxygen content of the blood is of paramount importance. Most mammalian cells (perhaps with the usual exception of neurons, but this is a point that has not been fully investigated) are prepared to live within an ample margin of oxygen supply [11]. This is so because in both cases the arrival of substrates and washing out of excretion products proceed at the same pace as that of oxygen. The critical factor is the balance between availability and needs; it is not, at least a wide-margin extent, an absolute figure related to cell size, mitochondrial number or other biochemical parameters. The key point is the maintenance of an adequate margin of oxygen concentration in the cell’s environment, a condition affected by the flow-in only as it matches consumption.

When oxygen supply is limited overall (i.e. high altitude, increased need (exercise), altered pulmonary function, anemia, etc.) the body tries to compensate the deficit by increasing the flow of blood [10, 12], which also becomes polycytemic and overloaded with hemoglobin to limit the effects of true hypoxia [13]. Cell oxygen concentrations are maintained, but increased substrate consumption provokes an imbalance: increased oxygen demand could not be met, its concentrations decrease and hypoxia limits further energy consumption [14] by compromising the mitochondrial oxidative synthesis of ATP.

In a normally functioning organism, with adequate oxygen supply, and cardio-circulatory and respiratory systems working at a safe pace, leaving a wide margin for increase when needs step up, it is not reasonable to assume that there are significant (and extensive) spots of hypoxia that could not be immediately countered by a physiological response that provides a local marked increase in oxygen supply. It is difficult to maintain true hypoxia in limited areas for long periods, since the lack of both substrates and oxygen elicits the secretion of angiogenic factors that develop new vessels, thus correcting the supply of both [15, 16].

In consequence, acute hypoxia occurs only when oxygen demand by the cells is higher than the supply carried by the bloodstream because of: a) insufficient blood flow; b) not enough oxygen carried by a given volume of blood; c) inadequate conditions for oxyhemoglobin freeing its oxygen; or d) exaggerated tissue demand with respect to basal conditions.

Chronic hypoxia, on the other hand is a pathological state consequence of: a) insufficient blood flow due to cardiocirculatory alterations (low heart output, atherosclerosis, hypertension, vascular damage), insufficient tissue angiogenesis and/or high blood viscosity; b) insufficient blood carry of oxygen due to diminished pulmonary extraction, low hemoglobin, hypovolemia and destruction or lack of red blood cells (anemia); c) difficulties for oxyhemoglobin dissociation (lack of activation cofactors, altered pH, erythrocyte membrane permeability changes, methemoglobinemia, hemoglobins of limited functionality; d) altered blood cell turnover (production and disposal), and regulation of synthesis pathways (erythropoietin), protein, vitamin and essential metal insufficiencies, mainly iron, but also copper and nickel.

The body reacts to chronic hypoxia by a number of compensatory mechanisms that tend to maintain tissue oxygen homeostasis. However, these mechanisms can help aggravate the situation. Increased pressure to raise blood flow can aggravate the problems of hypertension, especially when combined with cell rigidity (implying undeformability) [17], and the polycytemia (resulting in increased viscosity) [18] consequence of erythropoietin activation of red blood cell synthesis [19].

However, even in patients with severe circulatory prob-
problems, insufficient blood oxygen saturation and altered erythrocyte function, most of the body does not present symptoms of anoxia (except when doing exercise), largely because the metabolic activity is diminished in parallel to the low oxygen supply [20].

Where, Then, and Especially When Hypoxia Occurs?

In muscle, exercise generates a debt of oxygen higher than the need for substrates [21], since during exercise these are endogenous, at least in a significant proportion [22], and there is a marked production of lactate [23, 24]. In other tissues, with limited internal substrate consumption, at least compared with muscle, the oxygen debt is more limited, but nevertheless occurs with the same effectivity as in occasionally exercising muscle [25].

White adipose tissue energy needs are relatively small, and most of the substrates taken up by WAT are used to build-up its lipid droplet [26], and ATP needs are largely devoted to this task. Adrenergic stimulation such as that of exercise stimulates both lipolysis and glycolysis (the latter mainly from glycogen stores) [27, 28], freeing lactate and protons to the bloodstream [9, 24]. Local acidity increases the dissociation of oxyhemoglobin, freeing more oxygen in a tissue which has little need for it (low ATP needs, sufficient glycolytic-derived ATP, few mitochondria). Altered oxygen supply and the flow of protons may help increase the production, by mitochondria, of superoxide anion and other ROS [29], which in turn can be an accessory component to the development of inflammation [30].

The balance of most cells between their energy substrates and oxygen taken up from the blood are a built-in insurance that unless there is an external cause (interruption of blood supply, hormonal signaling) the normoxic status quo will be maintained. Liver, lungs, kidneys and brain are essentially out of this list because of their privileged and massive oxygen (blood) supply. Skeletal muscles activity is largely dependent on oxygen (blood flow) [21] and its export of protons, mainly to the liver [9]. But WAT may be a passive glycolytic organ that receives a limited supply of blood, but which can generate problems (acidity, oxidative stress) under certain circumstances [31, 32].

In consequence, it is probably inadequate to attribute in vivo the ravages of early inflammation in white adipose tissue only to hypoxia [33], since inflammation does not include the expected angiogenic response to hypoxia [33]. The growth of adipose tissue masses require an increased web of vessels which may be promoted by adipocyte (and macrophage) angiogenic factors [34, 35], but the initial cause could not be simply a limited supply of oxygen, but more probably an inadequate blood flow, insufficient to remove excess acidity and to dilute an excess of oxygen-derived free radicals.

Mitochondrial operation may be hampered not only by lack of oxygen as final acceptor of electrons, but also for excessive proton pumping, which in the end may damage the mitochondrial membranes, alter the cytoplasmic redox equilibrium [36] and interfere with calcium and other ion signalling [37]. The action of uncoupling proteins may help protect the integrity of the system [38]. The common use of bicarbonate in intensive care units in situations of anoxia/hypoxia to decrease the pH also agrees with this interpretation.

In conclusion, the term hypoxia should be used carefully, always describing the context in which it is taken into account, since it is in itself a relative term (i.e. lower oxygen supply than normoxia), and can be experienced at fairly different absolute levels of oxygen supply.
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